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YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository))

Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories

�.� YAS in numbers

An SLR may easily feature dozens if not hundreds of languages and functions. Testing
and building such a repository as well as understanding problems during testing and
building may be quite complex. Here is a short summary of YAS, as of writing:⁵

��� languages. (This includes different representation types.)
��� language-typed artifacts.
��� language-typed functions.
��� function applications.
��� Prolog modules.
��� Haskell modules.
��� Java classes.
�� Python scripts.

Let us convey the diversity of software languages and processing functionality in
YAS. Here is a short list of languages that are defined in YAS or otherwise exercised
in terms of language processing functionality:
BNL Binary Number Language.
BIPL & EIPL Basic & Extended Imperative Programming Language.
BFPL & EFPL Basic & Extended Functional Programming Language.
FSML Finite State Machine Language
BGL & EGL Basic & Extended Grammar Language (variants of folklore BNF & EBNF).
BSL & ESL Basic & Extended Signature Language (similar to algebraic data types).
MML MetaModeling Language (a variant of MOF, EMF).
MMTL MetaModeling Transformation Language (refactorings et al. on metamodels).
MMDL MetaModeling Difference Language (differences or deltas on metamodels).
DDL Data Definition Language (as a subset of SQL).
PPL Pretty Printer Language (combinators for formatting).
TBL & GBL Tree- and graph-based Buddy Language (persons and their buddies).

� U���� in a nutshell

We define the abstract syntax of U���� as an algebraic signature, i.e., the different
U���� constructs are modeled by algebraic constructor symbols. To this end, we
use YAS’ extended signature notation ESL—Extended Signature Language, which
also incorporates support for type aliases and primitive types—in addition to just
many-sorted constructor symbols.

� All Prolog-based components of YAS are fully managed with U����; many Haskell-, Java-,
and Python-based still need to be adapted to be managed with the integrated compile-
and run-time. This is planned for an upcoming YAS release.

�

How to build and test such a repository? 

How to understand all th
e dependencies?
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• Context: testing and building software systems, SLRs specifically. 

• Inquiry: testing and building on the grounds of a graph-based 
view on SLRs with language-type artifacts as nodes and 
relationships and function applications as edges. 

• Approach: language design 

• Knowledge: declarative language design of ueber for build 
management and regression testing 

• Grounding: an executable, logic programming-based definition 
of ueber and its application to YAS 

• Importance: help developers understand and maintain 
relationships in SLRs.

The intriguing <programming> abstract
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Illustrative YAS artifacts
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A binary number

Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories
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Figure � An excerpt of YAS’ language hierarchy: the representation types at the top (text,
term, json, xml, bin) are ‘universes’ for text-, (Prolog) term-, JSON-, XML-based,
or binary languages from which to draw languages as subsets. All the leafs of
the subset hierarchy are BNL-related languages. There are some inner nodes
(xmi(xml), hds(text), and jos(bin)); they correspond to language-independent
formats for XMI, Java object serialization, and Haskell data serialization.

� The YAS software language repository

�.� Examples of languages

Figure � shows basic representation types in YAS and a few more specific software
languages related to different aspects of a simple language BNL—Binary Number
Language. The nodes in the figure denote languages including ‘formats’ (e.g., XML-
based ones) or general ‘representation types’ (e.g., text). The directed edges (arrows)
denote subset relationship for languages in a set-theoretical sense. For instance,
language bnl(text) corresponds to the concrete textual syntax of BNL. Thus, language
text can be viewed as the universe for text-based languages. We explain the various
languages in the sequel.
Here is an example of a binary number represented as text, i.e., an element of

bnl(text):

Text resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl

���.��

Language bnl(json) corresponds to the abstract, tree-based syntax of BNL using
JSON for representation; here is the JSON representation of ‘���.��’:

�

BTW, everything is a file in a/this SLR.
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text can be viewed as the universe for text-based languages. We explain the various
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Language bnl(json) corresponds to the abstract, tree-based syntax of BNL using
JSON for representation; here is the JSON representation of ‘���.��’:

�

The artifact in the paper
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Decimal representation of 101.01

Ralf Lämmel

JSON resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.json

{
"bits": ["one", "zero", "one"],
"rest": ["zero", "one"]

}

Language bnl(term) corresponds to the abstract, tree-based syntax of BNL using
Prolog terms for representation; here is ‘���.��’ once represented as a prefix term:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term
number(
many(one, many(zero, single(one))),
rational(many(zero, single(one))) ).

Language bnl(tree(term)) corresponds to the format for concrete syntax trees (CSTs)
for BNL using again terms for representation. (We omit an example here because CSTs
are verbose.) Language bnl(tokens(term)) corresponds to the representation format
for tokenized binary numbers; here is ‘���.��’ in tokenized form:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.tokens
['�', '�', '�', '.', '�', '�'].

Language bnl(value(term)) corresponds to the representation format for results
when converting binary to decimal numbers. Here is the decimal value of ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.value
�.��.

Language bnl(formula(term)) corresponds to the representation format for formulae
denoting the symbolic conversion of binary to decimal numbers. Here is the formula
for ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.formula
�^ (�������)� (���^ (�����������))� (���^ (����)).

These are the remaining languages in Figure �:

xml The universe for XML-based representation formats.
xmi(xml) The XML-based representation format for EMF models.
bin The universe for binary representation formats.
jos(bin) The binary serialization format for Java objects.
hds(text) The text-based serialization format for Haskell data.
bnl(· · · ) Representation formats for BNL as subsets of the aforementioned formats.

XMI (named here xmi(xml)) is an established format in the space of model-driven
engineering and metamodeling. JOS (named here jos(bin)) is our acronym for the
format used by Java’s basic approach to object serialization based on the interface
java.io.Serializable.³ HDS (named here hds(text)) is our acronym for the format used
by Haskell’s basic approach to data serialization based on the type classes Read and
Show.⁴

� https://docs.oracle.com/javase/�/docs/technotes/guides/serialization/
� https://www.haskell.org/onlinereport/basic.html�sect�.�.�

�
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A JSON-based AST of 101.01

Ralf Lämmel
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�
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Symbolic conversion from 101.01 to 5.25

Ralf Lämmel

JSON resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.json
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"bits": ["one", "zero", "one"],
"rest": ["zero", "one"]

}

Language bnl(term) corresponds to the abstract, tree-based syntax of BNL using
Prolog terms for representation; here is ‘���.��’ once represented as a prefix term:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term
number(
many(one, many(zero, single(one))),
rational(many(zero, single(one))) ).

Language bnl(tree(term)) corresponds to the format for concrete syntax trees (CSTs)
for BNL using again terms for representation. (We omit an example here because CSTs
are verbose.) Language bnl(tokens(term)) corresponds to the representation format
for tokenized binary numbers; here is ‘���.��’ in tokenized form:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.tokens
['�', '�', '�', '.', '�', '�'].

Language bnl(value(term)) corresponds to the representation format for results
when converting binary to decimal numbers. Here is the decimal value of ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.value
�.��.

Language bnl(formula(term)) corresponds to the representation format for formulae
denoting the symbolic conversion of binary to decimal numbers. Here is the formula
for ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.formula
�^ (�������)� (���^ (�����������))� (���^ (����)).

These are the remaining languages in Figure �:

xml The universe for XML-based representation formats.
xmi(xml) The XML-based representation format for EMF models.
bin The universe for binary representation formats.
jos(bin) The binary serialization format for Java objects.
hds(text) The text-based serialization format for Haskell data.
bnl(· · · ) Representation formats for BNL as subsets of the aforementioned formats.

XMI (named here xmi(xml)) is an established format in the space of model-driven
engineering and metamodeling. JOS (named here jos(bin)) is our acronym for the
format used by Java’s basic approach to object serialization based on the interface
java.io.Serializable.³ HDS (named here hds(text)) is our acronym for the format used
by Haskell’s basic approach to data serialization based on the type classes Read and
Show.⁴

� https://docs.oracle.com/javase/�/docs/technotes/guides/serialization/
� https://www.haskell.org/onlinereport/basic.html�sect�.�.�

�
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An ANTLR grammar for binary numbers

Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories

�.� Examples of language processing components

There are three kinds of language processing components in YAS:

Algorithmic membership tests for languages, e.g., based on parsing.
Relations on languages for checking, for example, conformance.
Functions on languages for computing artifacts, e.g., by transformation.

The following ANTLR-based grammar defines the language bnl(text), i.e., the text-
based, concrete syntax of BNL; ANTLR’s parser descriptions uses a grammar notation
based on Extended Backus Naur Form (EBNF):

ANTLR resource languages/BNL/ANTLR/org/softlang/BnlEbnf.g�

grammar BnlEbnf;
@header { package org.softlang; }
number : bit� ('.' bit�)? WS? EOF;
bit : '�' | '�';
WS : [ \t\n\r]� ;

The following grammar also defines the language bnl(text), but this time in terms of
YAS’ grammar notation BGL—Basic Grammar Language, which is a variant of Backus
Naur Form (BNF):

BGL resource languages/BNL/cs.bgl

[number] number : bits rest ;
[single] bits : bit ;
[many] bits : bit bits ;
[zero] bit : '�' ;
[one] bit : '�' ;
[integer] rest : ;
[rational] rest : '.' bits ;

The following signature defines the language bnl(term), i.e., the term-based (tree-
based), abstract syntax of BNL; we use YAS’ signature notation BSL—Basic Signature
Language:

BSL resource languages/BNL/as.bsl

symbol number: bits ⇥ rest ! number ;
symbol single: bit ! bits ;
symbol many: bit ⇥ bits ! bits ;
symbol zero: ! bit ;
symbol one: ! bit ;
symbol integer: ! rest ;
symbol rational: bits ! rest ;

Figure � organizes language processors for BNL in a graph. The ellipsoid nodes
are BNL-related languages, as discussed earlier. The rectangular nodes are language
processing components; we only consider functions here; there are no relations. The
edges identify the input and output types (i.e., languages) of the components. Let us
briefly describe the components:

scan Map BNL text to BNL tokens
parse Map BNL text or tokens to BNL terms

�
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An algebraic signature for binary numbers

Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories
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A DCG for  
binary-to-decimal number of conversion

Ralf Lämmel
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Figure � An excerpt of YAS’ language processing functionality.

unparse The inverse of parse
explode Map BNL terms to BNL parse trees
implode The inverse of explode
evaluate Evaluate BNL text, tokens, or terms
convert Convert BNL text, tokens, or terms to formulae
solve Solve formulae to compute values

For instance, the following Prolog module converts BNL tokens to formulae denoting
the conversion of binary to decimal numbers. Themodule provides one implementation
of the convert function noted above.

Prolog resource languages/BNL/Prolog/bnlTextToFormula.pro

number(Val��Val�) �! bits(Len���, Len�, Val�), rest(Val�).
bits(Pos, �, Val) �! bit(Pos, Val).
bits(Pos�, Len���, Val��Val�) �! bit(Pos�, Val�), bits(Pos���, Len�, Val�).
bit(_Pos, �) �! ['�'].
bit(Pos, �^Pos) �! ['�'].
rest(�) �! [].
rest(Val) �! ['.'], bits(��, _Len, Val).

In fact, the module is programmed as a definite clause grammar (DCG) which
represents Knuth’s attribute grammar for number conversion from his seminal paper
on attribute grammars [��]. The following module evaluates formulae as synthesized
by the DCG:

Prolog resource languages/BNL/Prolog/bnlEvaluator.pro

evaluate(F, V) ( V is F.
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Figure � An excerpt of YAS’ language hierarchy: the representation types at the top (text,
term, json, xml, bin) are ‘universes’ for text-, (Prolog) term-, JSON-, XML-based,
or binary languages from which to draw languages as subsets. All the leafs of
the subset hierarchy are BNL-related languages. There are some inner nodes
(xmi(xml), hds(text), and jos(bin)); they correspond to language-independent
formats for XMI, Java object serialization, and Haskell data serialization.

� The YAS software language repository

�.� Examples of languages

Figure � shows basic representation types in YAS and a few more specific software
languages related to different aspects of a simple language BNL—Binary Number
Language. The nodes in the figure denote languages including ‘formats’ (e.g., XML-
based ones) or general ‘representation types’ (e.g., text). The directed edges (arrows)
denote subset relationship for languages in a set-theoretical sense. For instance,
language bnl(text) corresponds to the concrete textual syntax of BNL. Thus, language
text can be viewed as the universe for text-based languages. We explain the various
languages in the sequel.
Here is an example of a binary number represented as text, i.e., an element of

bnl(text):

Text resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl

���.��

Language bnl(json) corresponds to the abstract, tree-based syntax of BNL using
JSON for representation; here is the JSON representation of ‘���.��’:
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JSON resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.json

{
"bits": ["one", "zero", "one"],
"rest": ["zero", "one"]

}

Language bnl(term) corresponds to the abstract, tree-based syntax of BNL using
Prolog terms for representation; here is ‘���.��’ once represented as a prefix term:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term
number(
many(one, many(zero, single(one))),
rational(many(zero, single(one))) ).

Language bnl(tree(term)) corresponds to the format for concrete syntax trees (CSTs)
for BNL using again terms for representation. (We omit an example here because CSTs
are verbose.) Language bnl(tokens(term)) corresponds to the representation format
for tokenized binary numbers; here is ‘���.��’ in tokenized form:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.tokens
['�', '�', '�', '.', '�', '�'].

Language bnl(value(term)) corresponds to the representation format for results
when converting binary to decimal numbers. Here is the decimal value of ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.value
�.��.

Language bnl(formula(term)) corresponds to the representation format for formulae
denoting the symbolic conversion of binary to decimal numbers. Here is the formula
for ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.formula
�^ (�������)� (���^ (�����������))� (���^ (����)).

These are the remaining languages in Figure �:

xml The universe for XML-based representation formats.
xmi(xml) The XML-based representation format for EMF models.
bin The universe for binary representation formats.
jos(bin) The binary serialization format for Java objects.
hds(text) The text-based serialization format for Haskell data.
bnl(· · · ) Representation formats for BNL as subsets of the aforementioned formats.

XMI (named here xmi(xml)) is an established format in the space of model-driven
engineering and metamodeling. JOS (named here jos(bin)) is our acronym for the
format used by Java’s basic approach to object serialization based on the interface
java.io.Serializable.³ HDS (named here hds(text)) is our acronym for the format used
by Haskell’s basic approach to data serialization based on the type classes Read and
Show.⁴

� https://docs.oracle.com/javase/�/docs/technotes/guides/serialization/
� https://www.haskell.org/onlinereport/basic.html�sect�.�.�

�
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JSON resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.json

{
"bits": ["one", "zero", "one"],
"rest": ["zero", "one"]

}

Language bnl(term) corresponds to the abstract, tree-based syntax of BNL using
Prolog terms for representation; here is ‘���.��’ once represented as a prefix term:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term
number(
many(one, many(zero, single(one))),
rational(many(zero, single(one))) ).

Language bnl(tree(term)) corresponds to the format for concrete syntax trees (CSTs)
for BNL using again terms for representation. (We omit an example here because CSTs
are verbose.) Language bnl(tokens(term)) corresponds to the representation format
for tokenized binary numbers; here is ‘���.��’ in tokenized form:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.tokens
['�', '�', '�', '.', '�', '�'].

Language bnl(value(term)) corresponds to the representation format for results
when converting binary to decimal numbers. Here is the decimal value of ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.value
�.��.

Language bnl(formula(term)) corresponds to the representation format for formulae
denoting the symbolic conversion of binary to decimal numbers. Here is the formula
for ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.formula
�^ (�������)� (���^ (�����������))� (���^ (����)).

These are the remaining languages in Figure �:

xml The universe for XML-based representation formats.
xmi(xml) The XML-based representation format for EMF models.
bin The universe for binary representation formats.
jos(bin) The binary serialization format for Java objects.
hds(text) The text-based serialization format for Haskell data.
bnl(· · · ) Representation formats for BNL as subsets of the aforementioned formats.

XMI (named here xmi(xml)) is an established format in the space of model-driven
engineering and metamodeling. JOS (named here jos(bin)) is our acronym for the
format used by Java’s basic approach to object serialization based on the interface
java.io.Serializable.³ HDS (named here hds(text)) is our acronym for the format used
by Haskell’s basic approach to data serialization based on the type classes Read and
Show.⁴

� https://docs.oracle.com/javase/�/docs/technotes/guides/serialization/
� https://www.haskell.org/onlinereport/basic.html�sect�.�.�
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Figure � An excerpt of YAS’ language processing functionality.

unparse The inverse of parse
explode Map BNL terms to BNL parse trees
implode The inverse of explode
evaluate Evaluate BNL text, tokens, or terms
convert Convert BNL text, tokens, or terms to formulae
solve Solve formulae to compute values

For instance, the following Prolog module converts BNL tokens to formulae denoting
the conversion of binary to decimal numbers. Themodule provides one implementation
of the convert function noted above.

Prolog resource languages/BNL/Prolog/bnlTextToFormula.pro

number(Val��Val�) �! bits(Len���, Len�, Val�), rest(Val�).
bits(Pos, �, Val) �! bit(Pos, Val).
bits(Pos�, Len���, Val��Val�) �! bit(Pos�, Val�), bits(Pos���, Len�, Val�).
bit(_Pos, �) �! ['�'].
bit(Pos, �^Pos) �! ['�'].
rest(�) �! [].
rest(Val) �! ['.'], bits(��, _Len, Val).

In fact, the module is programmed as a definite clause grammar (DCG) which
represents Knuth’s attribute grammar for number conversion from his seminal paper
on attribute grammars [��]. The following module evaluates formulae as synthesized
by the DCG:

Prolog resource languages/BNL/Prolog/bnlEvaluator.pro

evaluate(F, V) ( V is F.
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JSON resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.json

{
"bits": ["one", "zero", "one"],
"rest": ["zero", "one"]

}

Language bnl(term) corresponds to the abstract, tree-based syntax of BNL using
Prolog terms for representation; here is ‘���.��’ once represented as a prefix term:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term
number(
many(one, many(zero, single(one))),
rational(many(zero, single(one))) ).

Language bnl(tree(term)) corresponds to the format for concrete syntax trees (CSTs)
for BNL using again terms for representation. (We omit an example here because CSTs
are verbose.) Language bnl(tokens(term)) corresponds to the representation format
for tokenized binary numbers; here is ‘���.��’ in tokenized form:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.tokens
['�', '�', '�', '.', '�', '�'].

Language bnl(value(term)) corresponds to the representation format for results
when converting binary to decimal numbers. Here is the decimal value of ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.value
�.��.

Language bnl(formula(term)) corresponds to the representation format for formulae
denoting the symbolic conversion of binary to decimal numbers. Here is the formula
for ‘���.��’:

Term resource languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.formula
�^ (�������)� (���^ (�����������))� (���^ (����)).

These are the remaining languages in Figure �:

xml The universe for XML-based representation formats.
xmi(xml) The XML-based representation format for EMF models.
bin The universe for binary representation formats.
jos(bin) The binary serialization format for Java objects.
hds(text) The text-based serialization format for Haskell data.
bnl(· · · ) Representation formats for BNL as subsets of the aforementioned formats.

XMI (named here xmi(xml)) is an established format in the space of model-driven
engineering and metamodeling. JOS (named here jos(bin)) is our acronym for the
format used by Java’s basic approach to object serialization based on the interface
java.io.Serializable.³ HDS (named here hds(text)) is our acronym for the format used
by Haskell’s basic approach to data serialization based on the type classes Read and
Show.⁴

� https://docs.oracle.com/javase/�/docs/technotes/guides/serialization/
� https://www.haskell.org/onlinereport/basic.html�sect�.�.�
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Relations and functions on languages
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parse # eglParser(bfplAbstract: (=>))

bfpl(term)

bigstep # bfplBigstep

bfpl(value(term))

smallstep # bfplSmallstep

bfpl(normal(term))

denotational # bfplDenotational

parse # parserOfBgl

bgl(term)

project # bglToBsl
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bigstep # biplBigstep
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smallstep # biplSmallstep
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parse # bglParser
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parse # bglParser(bnlScanner)

unparse # bglTreeToTokens unparse # bglTreeToText
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ueber’s language concepts

Ueber 
concept

membershiplanguage relation function

Conformance
Compatibility

Traceability

Correspondence

Parsing
Resolution

Transformation
Analysis

Formatting

  Text

  Tree (JSON, XML)

  Graph (model)
  Binary

Grammar
Signature

Metamodel
Constraint

Tool

elementOf relatesTo mapsTo

defined by models modelsrepresented as
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Abstract syntax of ueber
Ralf Lämmel

ESL resource languages/ueber/as.esl

type model � decl* ;
symbol language : lang ! decl ;
symbol elementOf : file⇥ lang ! decl ;
symbol notElementOf : file⇥ lang ! decl ;
symbol membership : lang⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol relation : rela⇥ lang*⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol relatesTo : rela⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol function : func⇥ lang*⇥ lang*⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol mapsTo : func⇥file*⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol equivalence : lang⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol normalization : lang⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol macro : goal ! decl ;
type file � string ; // filenames
type rela � string ; // names of relations
type func � string ; // names of functions
type lang � term ; // names of languages
type goal � term ; // Prolog literals

We go through the constructs, one by one. In the examples, we refer to artifacts
from Section �.

Language declarations These introduce languages by name. For instance, the follow-
ing declarations introduce the basic representation type term and a subset bnl(term)
meant for the term-based representation of binary numbers.
language(term).
language(bnl(term)).

Thus, language names are terms; constants are used for basic representation types.
When functors of arity � are applied to existing language names to form new language
names, then a subset relationship is declared.

Element declarations These assign languages to artifacts. For instance, the following
declaration claims that the earlier BNL sample is indeed an element of the (text-based)
BNL language:
elementOf('languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl', bnl(text)).

In this manner, SLRs are organized as collections of language-typed artifacts. Ar-
guably, any artifact in an SLR should be declared to be an element of at least one
language.

Membership declarations These make elementOf declarations checkable. For instance,
a textual language should be associated with an acceptor (a parser); a term (tree)
language should be associated with a conformance check for terms relative to a given
signature. A membership declaration associates a language with a predicate to be
applied to the content of the artifact to be verified. There are also negated elementOf
declarations; see the notElementOf/� functor. These declarations are to be verified by
failing membership tests.

For instance, the following declaration associates the text-based BNL language with
a predicate which essentially interpretes a context-free grammar:

�
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Language declarations

Ralf Lämmel

ESL resource languages/ueber/as.esl

type model � decl* ;
symbol language : lang ! decl ;
symbol elementOf : file⇥ lang ! decl ;
symbol notElementOf : file⇥ lang ! decl ;
symbol membership : lang⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol relation : rela⇥ lang*⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol relatesTo : rela⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol function : func⇥ lang*⇥ lang*⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol mapsTo : func⇥file*⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol equivalence : lang⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol normalization : lang⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol macro : goal ! decl ;
type file � string ; // filenames
type rela � string ; // names of relations
type func � string ; // names of functions
type lang � term ; // names of languages
type goal � term ; // Prolog literals

We go through the constructs, one by one. In the examples, we refer to artifacts
from Section �.

Language declarations These introduce languages by name. For instance, the follow-
ing declarations introduce the basic representation type term and a subset bnl(term)
meant for the term-based representation of binary numbers.
language(term).
language(bnl(term)).

Thus, language names are terms; constants are used for basic representation types.
When functors of arity � are applied to existing language names to form new language
names, then a subset relationship is declared.

Element declarations These assign languages to artifacts. For instance, the following
declaration claims that the earlier BNL sample is indeed an element of the (text-based)
BNL language:
elementOf('languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl', bnl(text)).

In this manner, SLRs are organized as collections of language-typed artifacts. Ar-
guably, any artifact in an SLR should be declared to be an element of at least one
language.

Membership declarations These make elementOf declarations checkable. For instance,
a textual language should be associated with an acceptor (a parser); a term (tree)
language should be associated with a conformance check for terms relative to a given
signature. A membership declaration associates a language with a predicate to be
applied to the content of the artifact to be verified. There are also negated elementOf
declarations; see the notElementOf/� functor. These declarations are to be verified by
failing membership tests.

For instance, the following declaration associates the text-based BNL language with
a predicate which essentially interpretes a context-free grammar:

�
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Element-of declarations

Ralf Lämmel

ESL resource languages/ueber/as.esl

type model � decl* ;
symbol language : lang ! decl ;
symbol elementOf : file⇥ lang ! decl ;
symbol notElementOf : file⇥ lang ! decl ;
symbol membership : lang⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol relation : rela⇥ lang*⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol relatesTo : rela⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol function : func⇥ lang*⇥ lang*⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol mapsTo : func⇥file*⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol equivalence : lang⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol normalization : lang⇥goal⇥file* ! decl ;
symbol macro : goal ! decl ;
type file � string ; // filenames
type rela � string ; // names of relations
type func � string ; // names of functions
type lang � term ; // names of languages
type goal � term ; // Prolog literals

We go through the constructs, one by one. In the examples, we refer to artifacts
from Section �.

Language declarations These introduce languages by name. For instance, the follow-
ing declarations introduce the basic representation type term and a subset bnl(term)
meant for the term-based representation of binary numbers.
language(term).
language(bnl(term)).

Thus, language names are terms; constants are used for basic representation types.
When functors of arity � are applied to existing language names to form new language
names, then a subset relationship is declared.

Element declarations These assign languages to artifacts. For instance, the following
declaration claims that the earlier BNL sample is indeed an element of the (text-based)
BNL language:
elementOf('languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl', bnl(text)).

In this manner, SLRs are organized as collections of language-typed artifacts. Ar-
guably, any artifact in an SLR should be declared to be an element of at least one
language.

Membership declarations These make elementOf declarations checkable. For instance,
a textual language should be associated with an acceptor (a parser); a term (tree)
language should be associated with a conformance check for terms relative to a given
signature. A membership declaration associates a language with a predicate to be
applied to the content of the artifact to be verified. There are also negated elementOf
declarations; see the notElementOf/� functor. These declarations are to be verified by
failing membership tests.

For instance, the following declaration associates the text-based BNL language with
a predicate which essentially interpretes a context-free grammar:

�
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Membership functionality
Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories

membership(bnl(text),
bglTopDownAcceptor(bnlScanner), ['languages/BNL/cs.term']).

That is, the predicate bglTopDownAcceptor/� (with two positions readily filled in) is
meant to check bnl(text)membership for artifacts. The first argument, bnlScanner, identi-
fies Prolog functionality for scanning BNL. The second argument, 'languages/BNL/cs.term',
refers to the grammar for the membership test; this argument is provided in a separate
argument list of the declaration so that U���� may make the given file path absolute.

Relation & relatesTo declarations These declare language-typed relations and apply
them to appropriately typed artifacts. U���� relations have a name and are associated
with a predicate of suitable arity. Here is a relation declaration for signature-based
conformance and an illustrative relatesTo declaration for a conformance relationship:
relation(conformsTo, [term, bsl(term)], bslConformance, []).
relatesTo(conformsTo,
['languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term',
'languages/BNL/as.term']).

Function & mapsTo declarations These declare language-typed functions and apply
them to appropriately typed artifacts. If we were only interested in testing, relations
would be sufficient. However, since we are also interested in building, functions add
essential expressiveness, as their ‘direction’ may be operationally used by the U����
semantics to derive missing or outdated assets.⁶ Here is a function declaration for
parsing text to terms for the BNL language and an illustrative mapsTo declaration to
impose a corresponding relationship on artifacts:
function(parse,
[bnl(text)], [bnl(term)],
bglTopDownParser(bnlScanner), ['languages/BNL/cs.term']).

mapsTo(parse,
['languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl'],
['languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term']).

Arguably, no artifact in an SLR exists in isolation; thus, any given artifact in an
SLR should be related to another artifact—by means of either a relatesTo or a mapsTo
declaration.

We should also note that a name of a relation or a function may be used in multiple
relation or function declarations and thus, it may be associated with multiple predi-
cates, even with the same languages for inputs and outputs. This sort of overloading
helps with organizing and testing alternative implementations which can be simply
referred to by their ‘shared’ name. Thus, no effort is required to verify that alternative
implementations agree with each other.

� In the rest of the paper, we assume that relations are treated like functions without outputs,
i.e., relation and relatesTo declarations are translated to function and mapsTo declarations,
respectively.

��
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Conformance relation(ship)

Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories

membership(bnl(text),
bglTopDownAcceptor(bnlScanner), ['languages/BNL/cs.term']).

That is, the predicate bglTopDownAcceptor/� (with two positions readily filled in) is
meant to check bnl(text)membership for artifacts. The first argument, bnlScanner, identi-
fies Prolog functionality for scanning BNL. The second argument, 'languages/BNL/cs.term',
refers to the grammar for the membership test; this argument is provided in a separate
argument list of the declaration so that U���� may make the given file path absolute.

Relation & relatesTo declarations These declare language-typed relations and apply
them to appropriately typed artifacts. U���� relations have a name and are associated
with a predicate of suitable arity. Here is a relation declaration for signature-based
conformance and an illustrative relatesTo declaration for a conformance relationship:
relation(conformsTo, [term, bsl(term)], bslConformance, []).
relatesTo(conformsTo,
['languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term',
'languages/BNL/as.term']).

Function & mapsTo declarations These declare language-typed functions and apply
them to appropriately typed artifacts. If we were only interested in testing, relations
would be sufficient. However, since we are also interested in building, functions add
essential expressiveness, as their ‘direction’ may be operationally used by the U����
semantics to derive missing or outdated assets.⁶ Here is a function declaration for
parsing text to terms for the BNL language and an illustrative mapsTo declaration to
impose a corresponding relationship on artifacts:
function(parse,
[bnl(text)], [bnl(term)],
bglTopDownParser(bnlScanner), ['languages/BNL/cs.term']).

mapsTo(parse,
['languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl'],
['languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term']).

Arguably, no artifact in an SLR exists in isolation; thus, any given artifact in an
SLR should be related to another artifact—by means of either a relatesTo or a mapsTo
declaration.

We should also note that a name of a relation or a function may be used in multiple
relation or function declarations and thus, it may be associated with multiple predi-
cates, even with the same languages for inputs and outputs. This sort of overloading
helps with organizing and testing alternative implementations which can be simply
referred to by their ‘shared’ name. Thus, no effort is required to verify that alternative
implementations agree with each other.

� In the rest of the paper, we assume that relations are treated like functions without outputs,
i.e., relation and relatesTo declarations are translated to function and mapsTo declarations,
respectively.

��
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Parsing function (application)

Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories

membership(bnl(text),
bglTopDownAcceptor(bnlScanner), ['languages/BNL/cs.term']).

That is, the predicate bglTopDownAcceptor/� (with two positions readily filled in) is
meant to check bnl(text)membership for artifacts. The first argument, bnlScanner, identi-
fies Prolog functionality for scanning BNL. The second argument, 'languages/BNL/cs.term',
refers to the grammar for the membership test; this argument is provided in a separate
argument list of the declaration so that U���� may make the given file path absolute.

Relation & relatesTo declarations These declare language-typed relations and apply
them to appropriately typed artifacts. U���� relations have a name and are associated
with a predicate of suitable arity. Here is a relation declaration for signature-based
conformance and an illustrative relatesTo declaration for a conformance relationship:
relation(conformsTo, [term, bsl(term)], bslConformance, []).
relatesTo(conformsTo,
['languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term',
'languages/BNL/as.term']).

Function & mapsTo declarations These declare language-typed functions and apply
them to appropriately typed artifacts. If we were only interested in testing, relations
would be sufficient. However, since we are also interested in building, functions add
essential expressiveness, as their ‘direction’ may be operationally used by the U����
semantics to derive missing or outdated assets.⁶ Here is a function declaration for
parsing text to terms for the BNL language and an illustrative mapsTo declaration to
impose a corresponding relationship on artifacts:
function(parse,
[bnl(text)], [bnl(term)],
bglTopDownParser(bnlScanner), ['languages/BNL/cs.term']).

mapsTo(parse,
['languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl'],
['languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.term']).

Arguably, no artifact in an SLR exists in isolation; thus, any given artifact in an
SLR should be related to another artifact—by means of either a relatesTo or a mapsTo
declaration.

We should also note that a name of a relation or a function may be used in multiple
relation or function declarations and thus, it may be associated with multiple predi-
cates, even with the same languages for inputs and outputs. This sort of overloading
helps with organizing and testing alternative implementations which can be simply
referred to by their ‘shared’ name. Thus, no effort is required to verify that alternative
implementations agree with each other.

� In the rest of the paper, we assume that relations are treated like functions without outputs,
i.e., relation and relatesTo declarations are translated to function and mapsTo declarations,
respectively.

��
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A macro for typeful function application

Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories

invoke(Pred, Args, InLs, OutLs, InArgs, OutArgs) (
\� ffi_call(Pred) ��

% Apply Prolog predicate right away on content
concat([Args, InArgs, OutArgs], AllArgs),
apply(Pred, AllArgs)

;
% Handle different FFI languages by CLI and temporary files

...

.
...

The first branch of invoke/� shows that Prolog predicates would be simply applied
on the content for input and output (if any). The second (and elided) branch of
invoke/� would set up and check temporary files and call foreign functions through
the command-line interface of the operating system in a language-specific manner.

� Relationship patterns

An SLR may contain a large number of artifacts and there may be recurring patterns
of groups of artifacts with associated relationships. U���� provides an abstraction
mechanism to capture such relationship patterns. In fact, patterns are modeled as
predicates that generate U���� declarations to be added to the knowledge base with
a designated ueber/� predicate. Consider the following simple example of a pattern:

UeberProlog resource languages/ueber/macros/fxy.pro

fxy(Fun,FX,LX,FY,LY) (
ueber([
elementOf(FX, LX),
elementOf(FY, LY),
mapsTo(Fun, [FX], [FY]) ]).

The fxy/� pattern combines a function application with elementOf declarations for
argument and result. This is clearly a very common scenario. To see how patterns are
applied (i.e., instantiated), consider the following U���� declarations from a test
suite for a language implementation. The U���� construct macro/� is used to apply
the pattern fxy/� several times:

Ueber resource languages/PPL/tests/.ueber

[
macro(fxy(pp, 'text.ppl', ppl(term), 'text.txt', text)),
macro(fxy(pp, 'vbox.ppl', ppl(term), 'vbox.txt', text)),
macro(fxy(pp, 'vlist.ppl', ppl(term), 'vbox.txt', text)),
...

].

The shown declarations are concerned with PPL’s ‘box’ expressions, as discussed
earlier. The fxy/� pattern is used for each test case; see how the the .ppl files are
mapped to the .txt files; the text files are the baselines.

Here is another example of a pattern which models parsing from a text-based to a
term-based language. The pattern relies on the convention that a language’s name is
used as file extension.

��
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invoke(Pred, Args, InLs, OutLs, InArgs, OutArgs) (
\� ffi_call(Pred) ��

% Apply Prolog predicate right away on content
concat([Args, InArgs, OutArgs], AllArgs),
apply(Pred, AllArgs)

;
% Handle different FFI languages by CLI and temporary files

...

.
...

The first branch of invoke/� shows that Prolog predicates would be simply applied
on the content for input and output (if any). The second (and elided) branch of
invoke/� would set up and check temporary files and call foreign functions through
the command-line interface of the operating system in a language-specific manner.

� Relationship patterns

An SLR may contain a large number of artifacts and there may be recurring patterns
of groups of artifacts with associated relationships. U���� provides an abstraction
mechanism to capture such relationship patterns. In fact, patterns are modeled as
predicates that generate U���� declarations to be added to the knowledge base with
a designated ueber/� predicate. Consider the following simple example of a pattern:

UeberProlog resource languages/ueber/macros/fxy.pro

fxy(Fun,FX,LX,FY,LY) (
ueber([
elementOf(FX, LX),
elementOf(FY, LY),
mapsTo(Fun, [FX], [FY]) ]).

The fxy/� pattern combines a function application with elementOf declarations for
argument and result. This is clearly a very common scenario. To see how patterns are
applied (i.e., instantiated), consider the following U���� declarations from a test
suite for a language implementation. The U���� construct macro/� is used to apply
the pattern fxy/� several times:

Ueber resource languages/PPL/tests/.ueber

[
macro(fxy(pp, 'text.ppl', ppl(term), 'text.txt', text)),
macro(fxy(pp, 'vbox.ppl', ppl(term), 'vbox.txt', text)),
macro(fxy(pp, 'vlist.ppl', ppl(term), 'vbox.txt', text)),
...

].

The shown declarations are concerned with PPL’s ‘box’ expressions, as discussed
earlier. The fxy/� pattern is used for each test case; see how the the .ppl files are
mapped to the .txt files; the text files are the baselines.

Here is another example of a pattern which models parsing from a text-based to a
term-based language. The pattern relies on the convention that a language’s name is
used as file extension.
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ueber’s semantics

SLR 
• .ueber
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• .ueber
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• 5comma25.bnl
• 5comma25.term
-…

- …
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Collection
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Output produced by the ueber processor
Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories

‘Breaking changes to a language processor’

� Baseline languages/PPL/tests/hseplist.txt: disagreeing.
� mapsTo(pp,[languages/PPL/tests/hseplist.ppl],[....txt]): UNVERIFIED.

‘Development of a new test case’

� Baseline languages/PPL/tests/indent.txt: missing.
� elementOf(languages/PPL/tests/indent.txt,text): UNVERIFIED.
� mapsTo(pp,[languages/PPL/tests/indent.ppl],[....txt]): UNVERIFIED.

‘Modeling a new relationship’

� Overload evaluate: ([languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl]) -> ([....value]): missing.
� mapsTo(evaluate,[languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl],[....value]): NOT OK.
� mapsTo(evaluate,[languages/BNL/samples/�comma��.bnl],[....value]): UNVERIFIED.

Figure � Situations during language processor development with feedback provided by
U����. (The ‘...’ elisions hint at common filename prefixes in an error message.)

Both well-formedness checking and verification may produce ‘problems’; these
phases do not change the repository. A user of the U���� processor may select
though modi for overriding to update (apparently outdated) artifacts and creation to
create (apparently missing) artifacts.
Let us look at three different situations (‘problems’). The corresponding feedback

of the U���� implementation is summarized in Figure �. We discuss the situations
one by one:

Breaking changes to a language processor Let us assume that we are concerned with
development (maintenance) of a pretty printing engine which processes ‘box’
expressions with operators for vertical and horizontal alignment of components. The
engine processes box expressions according to PPL—YAS’ Pretty Printer Language.
The semantics of PPL expressions renders them as text. Test cases are captured as
‘mapsTo’ declarations from inputs (.ppl files) to outputs (.txt files)—the latter to
be regarded as baselines. When the engine is ‘broken’, then test cases may fail as
signaled in the figure. That is, the actual ‘mapsTo’ declaration is communicated as
‘UNVERIFIED’ and the relevant file is identified as a disagreeing baseline.

Development of a new test case We assume that a new test case is designed so that a
certain box expression is rendered according to the semantics of PPL. In the begin-
ning, the baseline may be missing. Rather than authoring the baseline explicitly, we
may want to just render the new expression and inspect the result to see whether
it can be captured as a suitable baseline. Until then, the file for the baseline is
reported as missing and the corresponding declarations for elementOf and mapsTo
relationships are reported as ‘UNVERIFIED’.

Modeling a new relationship We assume that a new relationship between artifacts is
discovered or suspected. For instance, we may assume that elements of bnl(text)
(binary numbers) can be evaluated to return results as elements of bnl(value(term)).

��
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• Semantic annotations and LOD 

• Incremental building 

• Test-data generation 

• Migration of a project to ueber 

• Integration with version control 

• Infer ueber declarations based on conventions 

• A useful model of language variants

Relationship Maintenance in Software Language Repositories  
Where do we go tomorrow?


